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Always Use Protection: A Teen's Guide to Safe ComputingApress, 2004

	
		Dan Appleman's career is typical of someone who, unable to choose what he wants to do for a living, decides to do everything. From founding a software company (Desaware), to cofounding a publishing company (Apress), to programming, to writing books (this is his seventh), he's a Brm believer that the question 'What do...
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Making TeX Work (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		TeX is a powerful tool for creating professional quality typeset text and is unsurpassed at typesetting mathematical equations, scientific text, and multiple languages. Many books describe how you use TeX to construct sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Until now, no book has described all the software that actually lets you build,...
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Seven Concurrency Models in Seven Weeks: When Threads Unravel (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Your software needs to leverage multiple cores, handle thousands of users and terabytes of data, and continue working in the face of both hardware and software failure. Concurrency and parallelism are the keys, and Seven Concurrency Models in Seven Weeks equips you for this new world. See how emerging technologies such as actors and...
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Electronics Cookbook: Practical Electronic Recipes with Arduino and Raspberry PiO'Reilly, 2017

	
		If you’re among the many hobbyists and designers who came to electronics through Arduino and Raspberry Pi, this cookbook will help you learn and apply the basics of electrical engineering without the need for an EE degree. Through a series of practical recipes, you’ll learn how to solve specific problems while diving into...
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Learning Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to deliver superior server-to-server communication through the networking channels
	
		Gain expertise of the networking features of your own applications to support various network architectures such as client/server and peer-to-peer
	
		Explore the issues that impact scalability,...
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Expert Twisted: Event-Driven and Asynchronous Programming with PythonApress, 2018

	Explore Twisted, the Python-based event-driven networking engine, and review several of its most popular application projects. It is written by community leaders who have contributed to many of the projects covered, and share their hard-won insights and experience.

	

	
		Expert Twisted starts with an introduction...
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Computer-Based Analysis of the Stochastic Stability of Mechanical Structures Driven by White and Colored Noise (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides a concise introduction to the behavior of mechanical structures and testing their stochastic stability under the influence of noise. It explains the physical effects of noise and in particular the concept of Gaussian white noise. In closing, the book explains how to model the effects of noise on mechanical...
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Cisco Router Configuration, Second EditionCisco Press, 2000
The objective of this book is to help you, the novice Cisco users, with the  basic administration of your internetworking devices. Using straightforward case  studies and practical examples, Cisco Router  Configuration, 2E teaches IOS fundamentals for configuring, operating,  and maintaining internetworking devices....
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AspectJ CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
This hands-on book shows readers why and how common Java development problems can be solved by using new Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) techniques. With a wide variety of code recipes for solving day-to-day design and coding problems using AOP's unique approach, AspectJ Cookbook demonstrates that AOP is more than...
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XPath 2.0 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
From its origins as a sublanguage of XSLT, XPath has come into its own as a key element of XML. XPath 2.0 has emerged as a robust language twice the size of its predecessor, complex and capable of standing on its own.
This substantive volume, by the editor of the W3C® XSLT 2.0 specification, is the authoritative reference on XPath 2.0. It...
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Apache: the Definitive Guide (With CD-ROM)O'Reilly, 1999
Apache: The Definitive Guide is principally about the Apache web server software.
We explain what a web server is and how it works, but our assumption is that
most of our readers have used the World Wide Web and understand in practical
terms how it works, and that they are now thinking about running their own servers
to offer...
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Rapid Application Development with MozillaPrentice Hall, 2003
A must-have read for anybody interested in learning to build sophisticated applications with the Mozilla application framework.—Mitchell Baker, President, The Mozilla Foundation

Mozilla has grown to become a powerful framework for building cutting-edge web applications. Rapid Application Development with...
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